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East Valley Swim League Bylaws 
 
 
Article I. League Name and Purpose 

• This league shall be known as the East Valley Swim League. The league is also 
known as the EVSL. 

• The purpose of the league is to provide a structure under which recreational swim 
teams in the Eastern and Southeastern portion of the greater Phoenix area may 
compete in friendly meets, run by the member teams. 

 
Article II. League Membership 

• Teams may become members of the league if they have a minimum of 100 
swimmers, and have received votes of approval from at least two-thirds of the 
current league members prior to or during the preseason-scheduling meeting. 

• Teams with less than 100 swimmers will be placed into a ‘group of teams’ 
totaling 100 or more swimmers and will travel to the meets together. This will be 
referred to as a ‘group of teams.’ 

• Member teams are entitled to a maximum of one meet per week between June 1st 
and the date of the APRA Swimmer’s Classic meet. Member teams may schedule 
additional meets outside of the EVSL schedule with teams inside or outside the 
EVSL to compete in additional sessions. 

 
Article III. League Meetings 

• The EVSL will have two annual meetings. 
o The first is the preseason-scheduling meeting, to be held no later than 

April 15th. This meeting will serve as the forum for discussing and 
amending the summer meet schedule. The reviewing of league bylaws, the 
adoption of new league rules, and admitting new member teams to the 
EVSL.  

o The second will be the postseason meeting, to be held no later than two 
weeks after the APRA Swimmer’s Classic meet. This meeting will serve 
as a time to discuss EVSL activity, propose and adopt new league rules, 
and attend to any other EVSL business that may arise. 

• Additional EVSL meetings may be held with a two-thirds majority of members 
agreeing to the meeting. 

• EVSL meetings will be attended by a team appointed representative to handle all 
EVSL business on behalf of their team. 

 
Article IV. Team Representation 

• Teams may be represented at EVSL meetings by an individual from the respective 
organization’s staff. 

• These representatives will be responsible for voting on rule adoptions or new 
member admittances that may arise; participate in the formation of the schedule 
and discuss topics brought by other EVSL members. 
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• Any team that does not desire to or is unable to have a representative at a meeting 
may elect to appoint an individual in writing from another team to make decisions 
at the meeting on their behalf. 

o The individual entrusted by the absent team will be considered as holding 
that team’s vote in any case where a vote is necessary. 

• In the case of an organization that has multiple teams that compete as a distinct 
group, a lead representative may be accompanied by an individual from each team 
encompassed in their organization. 

o The lead representative will be given the sole vote for the organization, 
and the teams making up the organization will have no additional votes. 

o Individual team representatives may participate in schedule formation and 
forum discussions, but may not vote in any situation where a vote is 
necessary. 

 
Article V. League Scheduling 

• The EVSL meets will start on the first Saturday on or after June 1st of every year, 
and run through the last Saturday prior to the APRA Swimmer’s Classic meet. 

• Each EVSL member team is entitled to and will be scheduled for one meet per 
calendar week during the previously defined season. 

o Meets will be held on either Friday night or Saturday morning. 
o It will be assumed unless otherwise specified that a member team prefers 

Saturday morning meets, and will not be scheduled to participate in Friday 
night meets if not specified. 

• EVSL meets will consist of two teams. 
o Exceptions may occur due to a limited number of available pool venues on 

a given weekend or unforeseen circumstances such as host pool closures, 
etc. 

• Any meet that falls outside the scope of the regular weekly schedule, regardless of 
the use of the EVSL in the name, will be considered as non-EVSL events and are 
not subject to the rules in the bylaws. 

• EVSL meets will not be rescheduled due to inclement weather. 
• The EVSL schedule will be maintained by the City of Tempe until such time that 

Tempe relinquishes this responsibility or the league members choose a new 
member organization to fulfill this responsibility by a two-thirds majority vote. 

• The EVSL schedule will be proposed and amended at the preseason scheduling 
meeting, and will be considered final for the upcoming season by May 1 of the 
current year. 

 
Article VI. EVSL Meets 

• EVSL meets will be held at a consistent time. 
o Friday night meets will be scheduled as follows: 

 The pool area will be open to swimmers, parents, spectators at 4:30 
p.m. 

 Coach supervised warm-up will begin at 5:00 p.m. 
 The first heat should begin by 5:30 p.m. 

o Saturday morning meets will be scheduled as follows: 
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 The pool area will be open to swimmers, parents, and spectators at 
6:30 a.m. 

 Coach supervised warm-up will begin at 7:00 a.m. 
 The first heat should begin by 7:30 a.m. 

o Changes to the meet schedule may only occur in the case of unforeseen 
circumstances delaying proceedings, or if all organizations agree in 
writing before the scheduled day of the meet to the change. 

• EVSL meets will have a consistent program schedule regardless of the hosting 
member organization. 

o Race distance will be determined by age group competing. 
 Swimmers age five to eight will swim 25 yards. 
 Swimmers age nine to eighteen will swim 50 yards. 
 The competition age groups will be considered as follows: 

• Five and six years of age 
• Seven and eight years of age 
• Nine and ten years of age 
• Eleven and twelve years of age 
• Thirteen and fourteen years of age 
• Fifteen to eighteen years of age  

o Order of events is determined by the EVSL member organizations. The 
order is as follows, and will remain as such until a two-thirds majority 
vote to change the order occurs. 

1. Freestyle 
2. Backstroke (must have kickboards available for timers) 
3. Breaststroke 
4. Butterfly 

o Events will be held alternating girls then boys starting with the youngest 
age group of swimmers in attendance. 

o Any additional events may be added to the meet program based on a 
mutual agreement by all participating organizations at a particular meet. 
 These program additions will be held after the completion of the 

normal meet program. 
• A short timers training will be held prior to the start of each meet: 

o Timers will be instructed to be attentive to the swimmers. 
o Start the watch when the starting command is given. 
o Stand at the edge of the pool to watch the swimmers touch. 
o Stop the watch as soon as the swimmer touches the wall. 
o Write down the name, time and place of the swimmer. 
o When swimming backstroke, place the kickboard against the wall prior to 

the finish so the swimmer does not hit their head on the wall. 
o If a time is missed, ask starter for a new watch. 

• Starting procedures must be agreed upon and announced prior to the start of the 
meet. 

o These procedures include the commands used by the starter, and method 
of water entry. (diving from blocks/side, in-water start, etc.) 
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o In all cases, special attention must be paid to the rules and limitations of 
the hosting facility. 

o There is no requirement for standard audio/visual equipment for starters, 
instead it is necessary that all swimmers and timers be able to hear and 
recognize starting commands. 

• Timing must record to the hundredth of a second for all races. 
o Stopwatches are the only required timing equipment. 
o Swimmers’ times will be easily available to swimmers and their coaches. 

• There will be no requirement of preregistration for any EVSL meets. 
o Heats will be arranged on the day of the meet according to the number of 

swimmers and teams that attend any meet. 
o Teams are allowed and must agree to implement meet day systems to 

efficiently handle the arrangement of swimmers, but may not require 
another team to submit a list of swimmers and times prior to the meet. 

• Swimmers will receive ribbons for their finishing place within the heat which they 
participated in. 

o Ribbons may have the name of the hosting organization printed on them. 
o There will be no requirement to write times on a ribbon so long as the 

record for each swimmer is returned to the swimmer or organization. 
• Swimmers must pass certain criteria to be considered able to compete at EVSL 

meets. 
o The swimmer must be between five and eighteen years of age. 
o The swimmer must not participate in USA Swimming sanctioned events 

as a part of a USA Swimming recognized team during the EVSL season 
from June 1st through the APRA Swimmer’s Classic. 

• Host teams must contact visiting teams at least 4 days prior to the date of the 
swim meet. 

• Safety Concerns: 
o Water must be clear enough to see the bottom of the pool and the walls, if 

this is not possible, cancel the meet. 
o Lifeguards must be attentive in the chair during the entire swim meet.  If 

coaches are used as lifeguards they must be certified as lifeguards and 
function in full capacity as the lifeguard on duty. 
 

Article VII. Amendment Process 
• Amendments to these bylaws may be proposed and adopted at any recognized 

EVSL meeting by a two-thirds majority vote of member organizations. 
 
 


